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Protective “Shots” For Infants And Children Are Questioned

Mrs. David (Carol) Hatch of the Hatch Loan Library Service, representing the California Department of Social Welfare, called attention to a statement by Dr. Harry H. (Handsome) Carter, discussing the nature of “Shots,” which he said were “just another word for shots.”

1. Pro. "Polio, smallpox, DPT and other shots are protective against diseases which cannot be fought off simply by being healthy.”

2. Pro. “Shots give the body a chance to build up antibodies against these specific diseases naturally, by giving the child a small case of the disease.”

Con. “It is never desirable to inject foreign substances into the bloodstream of a healthy individual, even a serious one, depending on the individual.”

3. Con. “I live in New York and after checking I have discovered that ‘shots’ are taken by any person, many of a kind to keep a child from getting these shots at school, regardless of religious personal feeling. All children must be considered, etc.—especially if parents would allow penicillin or surgery, if that were indicated.”

Prospects Good

For Tenth Seminar

By mid-October, 20 persons had registered for full participation and six for partial participation to the Tenth Seminar of the Center of the Living, Brookville, Ohio. Included are one from California, one from Illinois, one from Michigan, five from Ohio, five from Pennsylvania, one from Iowa, one from Illinois, three from New Jersey, one from Florida, one from New Hampshire, twenty other members of the faculty of the University of California, one who had contributed to a (generous) fund to assist with scholarships. The seminar was to begin on Friday evening, Oct. 15, and to end with sessions a day through Oct. 29, at Exeter, N. H. Its basic purpose is to plan the organization and cover the curriculum of regional and state Schools of Living.

Headquarters Community News

Continuing Activity at the Old Mill

On Sept. 18-19, a ditch was dug from the springhouse to the schoolhouse. Preparations were made to put the pump in that will make possible a permanent water supply to the Mill kitchen. On Sept. 23-26, plumbing and facilities for the kitchen and a bath room were worked on. These improvements were completed during 1964-65 by School of Living members, is deleted. Once again, we say,"If you can make a house another home, is money or time, let it suit your convenience and your help.”

TO MATCH A $200 OFFER!

One member has offered a $200 contribution whenever $200 is sent in. What will you do? Do your part! Dr. Leo Koch, president of the School of Living, has sent in $20 to help match this gift. Are there nine others who will do the same? Send it soon, to School of Living, Brookville, Ohio.

Labor Day Weekend At Old Mill Was Spent In “Labors of Love”

By Grace Leaver

As the people began to arrive for the Labor Day Weekend at the Old Mill, many activities were being planned. By Sunday morning the big roof ing job on the old barn-—a job— was finished and the ground was—was... The soil here is a rich, sandy loam, and the prize main crop of this plot was squash. Butter nut and Acorn, huge fruit and vines without a bag or blemish. One to the orchard on the side hill, with neat, well-clipped paths among the tree branches many kinds of fruit and nuts. These “hakes” are “natural hygienists.”

Here was a huge mound—10 feet by 4 wide and 1-4 high—of cherry pits, used for mulching the trees. They are in the cherry center of the world. Then on down the hill, a strawberry patch, past the old beaver dam swamp which some marauders had dispossessed of dynamite, down to the private beach on big Lake Michigan. We took off our shoes and walked on the cool beach, and then returned to the house. This time we stopped at the garden of greens to exclaim over the lush chard, beets, broccoli, cabbage, artichokes and cauliflower. We heard the story of a bower in toms of rhubarb from a nearby cattle feeding to change this spot from hard clay to mellow, humus-laden, highly-productive garden soil.
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A house 'looks finished' when
this "for sale" function' concept implies that the actual beauty of a
building is relative to the degree to which it meets the demands of its inhabitant. A house with a high degree of living efficiency is
almost always esthetically pleasing.
One should not, however, confuse simple, efficient house
beauty with the sort of rational purism that currently passes off
as modern architecture. In some quarters we find a revolt against
rationalism in favor of more poetry and imagination in designing
buildings. Architectural schools too often foster among students an academic acerbity which undermines the rising young architect (in Eric Gill's terms) to a "subhuman
condition of intellectual irresponsibility." The rejection of the house box with its meaningless decoration ("adorned"") was first successfully achieved by the Spanish architect, Antoni Gaudi. In 1919, a few independent architects had already developed a flowing sculptural, plastic quality in building that,
Menlo Park, Calif. (5-63)
Beauty Ads
PROTECT YOUR hands with "On Guard" Wax, the 100% effective hand
cream. When all else fails, try the new "On Guard" 2 oz., $2, postpaid. With each order, free book "On Guard," by Jack
appeal on request. Haida, Mass.
(9-45)
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ORGANIC carrots, beets, endive,
chard, parsnips, other produce
at $1.50/kg. Deliver within 7 miles
free health foods.—PAUL BOYLAN,
SHELLEYVILLE, MO
(8-6-63)
Birds and Animals
FREE National $1.00. Words
for Wisdom (verses). Rush 80c
each, postage & handling to:
Auro-Graphics Publishing, 437
Level, N. E., Washington, D.C.
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court, educate the children at
home. "So that he may not move
somewhere else. We feel that
this attitude is not worth the
chance of making a child sick when
there are ways of helping the
body to be healed and ways to
nip in the bud if ill is diagnosed.
A nutrition specialist, has
to the best of our knowledge-
children's diseases usually
trayed by drugs.
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"Splendid. I'm taking it to our
Winooski, Vt. (11-65) and
My, Joy Valko, Traverse City, Mich.
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me 20 copies in the Vermont
discussion group."—Wilma Van
"any place else. Our people didn't
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classes to take over immediately;
other hand, we've come back off.
so we better off. Seattle, the
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South Carolina. Wish to
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ECONOMIC COMMUNISM—Under
a craft while buying a going
overseas or satirically S.O.L.'s
Continued on next page.
S. O. L.'s, or Negroes. They will
two little words with this
architectural form until after
World War II, despite its
advantages. A court-house offers maximum privacy and
separation of living functions. Solar energy and ventilation
are improved, and the fewer wall openings and shorter spans of
floor or wall structure ensure stability. A house with a small
garden house has few or no openings on its exterior sides.
Having evolved to produce a livable and economical environment.
other system, the free-form, will be discussed in the following
chapter. Both systems represent attempts to ground upon basic
design concepts universally applicable.
Such a concept is the optimum circulation path, a universal constant in design and structure economy. A circulation path may be a circular hall or an imaginary
traffic lane. The Small Homes Council found that when the circulation path area of a house exceeds 15% of the total floor area, the total layout suffers. Required room sizes and circulation path should be centrally located and should radiate to the various parts of the house. If the circulation path is not near the main entry, we went off by any other part.
Organic Compost for Cities
THE HUG BOOK: recipes for
harmless insect controls. Illustra-
tion section (fully indexed, recipes easy to find
and make at home. Plants to
trap insects and wild animals.
Order from Philbrick, Box 96
Wilmington, Mass. $3.45 ps.
copies 40¢ off. (6-63)
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Organic communities naturally
settle the "hand question" jutly
because they are used to losing all the land to the
territorial state. . .. People don't know what is going on. We
have, in these days, a letter
gram — nothing except to safe-
hordrs. Vietnam is only the begin-
in the world, must be learned to
the bell in South America and
church. Despite our com-
comment that if he is going
to get land in this coun-
try, it is far easier than almost
WALK NATURALLY!
Send for FREE, "How to Strike the Natural Balance" leaflet.
This 4-page leaflet, written by a prominent scientist, will
inform you how the various natural forces in the body should
work together for health. Not available from your doctor! Easiest
way to health. $1 for 50 leaflets.
The complete booklet is yours for only 65c.
Inland Book Order Dept, 1417 N. 5th St., PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.
(6.63)